KIDS on campus
SCHOOLCRAFT COLLEGE
SUMMER 2011
JULY 11–AUGUST 5

PROGRAMS FOR 1ST GRADERS–HIGH SCHOOL SENIORS
EXCITING NEW OFFERINGS
TAUGHT BY PROFESSIONALS AND CONTENT EXPERTS
HANDS-ON LEARNING
BEFORE AND AFTER CARE AVAILABLE
Please join us.

KIDS ON CAMPUS OPEN HOUSE

Thursday, March 3, 2011
5:30–7:30 p.m.
VisTaTech Center, DiPonio Room

- Meet instructors
- Ask questions
- Visit the campus
- See class demonstrations

For additional information call 734-462-4448.

Showcase

Parents,

You are invited to join your children in the classroom for a Kids on Campus Showcase at 2:40 p.m. on Friday, July 15, 22, 29 and August 5. See the terrific projects and wonderful artwork your children have created. Celebrate with your children, their classmates, instructors, siblings and other parents.

Parents are encouraged to visit any or all classrooms to observe the activities and instructors in the summer Kids on Campus program.

We look forward to seeing you there!

How to Use this Schedule

PHYSICS FUN! Grades 3 & 4

Class Title: Physics Fun! Grades 3 & 4
Course Description: Better understand the world around you in this interactive play land. Discover the world of physics and laws of motion through exciting experiments and games. You will launch a paper airplane, connect an electric circuit, play with white light, see sound and explore the universe. Learn while you play! Please bring a bag lunch to camp each day.

Course Title
Physics Fun! Grades 3 & 4
Course Number
CES 8461
Cost
$225
Duration
1 week
Location: see map on page 3
Days
MTWRF
Start Date
July 19
Time
9 am-3 pm
Sec.
939833
Instructor
C. Shiver

For additional information call 734-462-4448.
Before Classes Begin

• Completed emergency contact information must accompany the registration. Fill out the emergency form online or via the form found on page 19 of this schedule. Schoolcraft College reserves the right to delay the registration until completed emergency contact information is provided.

• Register your children for the grade level they will be entering in the fall. Follow the grade-appropriate guidelines listed with each class. We reserve the right to reassign your child to a grade-appropriate class.

• Children should wear comfortable play clothes that can get messy and are easily cleaned.

• Make sure your children know the name and location of their camp. Give your children a printed copy of their schedule.

• Talk with your children about safety issues in all public places such as Schoolcraft College.

• If this is your child’s first experience at Schoolcraft College, we suggest you visit the campus before classes begin to become familiar with the campus and camp locations.

• Remind your children not to go into any parking lots without an adult present.

Drop Off/Pick Up

• Inform instructor if someone else will be picking up your children.

• Arrival time is 8:50 a.m.

• Pick up time is 3 p.m.

• Arrive promptly at the designated drop off/pick up times. If a parent is consistently late picking up a child, the child will be taken to the Before and After Care room and the Before and After Care fee will be assessed.

• Use the drop off/pick up area at the building where your children’s camp is located—see the campus map for designated areas. The drop off/pick up location for BTC camps is at the Forum. Kids on Campus staff Aides will walk children to their camp, or you may choose to do so.

• The parent/guardian is responsible for walking children to their classroom if they arrive after 8:50 a.m. and the group has left the drop off area. We recommend that parents of 1st or 2nd graders escort campers to and from their classrooms.

• Children registered for Before and After Care may be dropped off at 8 a.m. and picked up at 5 p.m. Parents must escort campers to and from the Before and After Care room. Campers must check in upon arrival and before departing.

• Note: Students enrolled in Academic Skills Workshops or Crime Scene Investigator (CSI): Freshman–Senior must make their own drop off/pick up arrangements.

During Class Sessions

• Appropriate behavior is expected. Students will be disenrolled for misbehavior.

• Students must bring a bag lunch each day and are encouraged to bring their own snacks.

• Children under 12 must be accompanied by an adult when not in class.

• The Kids On Campus staff and faculty members will not dispense medications.

• Ill children must remain at home. If a child becomes ill at camp, the parents/emergency contact person must pick up the child within one hour of being contacted.

Note that some camps involve off-site field trips. Permission slips are required for all off-site trips and will be provided on the first day of class.

Visit www.schoolcraft.edu/koc/faq.asp for more safety guidelines and frequently asked questions.
The Arts & Science

Art & Acting Garage: Grades 1 & 2
Spend your morning revving up your imagination and design, weave, sculpt, paint, and assemble all kinds of art in the art body shop. In the afternoon use your art skills to design props and a theatre set used for an informal production that stars you! Have fun doing pantomime, improvisation, storytelling and more. Get the right tools to become an “Art and Acting Mechanic.” Please bring a bag lunch to camp each day.

CES 3445 $225
1 week MTWRF July 11 8-9 am/3-5 pm
Sec. 939801 LA440 K. Glatz
1 week MTWRF July 18 8-9 am/3-5 pm
Sec. 939802 LA440 K. Glatz
1 week MTWRF July 25 8-9 am/3-5 pm
Sec. 939803 LA440 K. Glatz
1 week MTWRF Aug 1 8-9 am/3-5 pm
Sec. 939813 LA440 K. Glatz

Weather & Nature Clubhouse: Grades 1 & 2
Join the club that is all about weather and nature. In the morning learn what makes weather wet and wild, do cool activities and games, and become hot at forecasting weather. In the afternoon discover the secret password n-a-t-u-r-e that makes everything come alive! Join with the members of nature’s club: plants, flowers, bugs, mammals and amphibians for loads of fun. Please bring a bag lunch to camp each day.

CES 8479 $225
1 week MTWRF July 11 9 am-3 pm
Sec. 939807 LA440 K. Glatz
1 week MTWRF July 18 9 am-3 pm
Sec. 939858 LA440 K. Glatz
1 week MTWRF July 25 9 am-3 pm
Sec. 939808 LA440 Staff
1 week MTWRF July 25 9 am-3 pm
Sec. 939890 LA440 Staff

Art & Science Safari: Grades 1 & 2
Set your compass for all day fun. All morning, have a blast designing, weaving, sculpting, painting, and assembling whatever your imagination can dream up. In the afternoon grab your jungle hat and find out what a habitat is; and learn about birds, bats, and insects, and the places they call home. Each day will be packed with new and exciting science and art activities. Please bring a bag lunch to camp each day.

CES 8472 $225
1 week MTWRF July 11 9 am-3 pm
Sec. 939809 LA410 Staff
1 week MTWRF July 18 9 am-3 pm
Sec. 939809 LA410 Staff
1 week MTWRF July 25 9 am-3 pm
Sec. 939890 LA410 Staff
**ART EXPLOSION! GRADES 3 & 4**

Three…two…one…ka-boom! Be a part of the art explosion. Once the dust settles, create cool art projects. Try your hand at pencil and charcoal drawings; create giant paintings; dabble in watercolor and make a cardboard loom weaving. On the last day burst on the scene with all your art ammunition and ignite delight in your family and friends. Please bring a bag lunch to camp each day.

- **CES 3600**
  - 1 week MTWRF
  - July 11
  - 9 am-3 pm

**ACTING ADVENTURES: GRADES 3 & 4**

Have you ever tried to stalk like a lion or strut like a king? Have you ever pretended to be someone totally different from yourself? Want to try? Come on an acting adventure. Have fun doing pantomime, improvisation and storytelling. Learn how to plan sets, props and costumes. Be part of an informal production on the last day for friends and family. Lights, camera, action! Please bring a bag lunch to camp each day.

- **CES 3619**
  - 1 week MTWRF
  - July 25
  - 9 am-3 pm

**ALL-STAR CHESS—GET IN THE GAME: GRADES 3 & 4**

Team up and learn to make all the right moves. Get the skills to spring into chess action to do openings, traps, strategies and cunning tactics. Be part of exciting competitions, tournaments and contests where you'll rule. Become a chess all-star! Please bring a bag lunch to camp each day.

- **CES 7242**
  - 1 week MTWRF
  - July 11
  - 9 am-3 pm

**MATH MANIA: GRADES 3 & 4**

Get wild and crazy about math! Hold onto your hat and play your way into the world of probability, statistics, story problems and graphing. You'll pick up new math tricks and skills while exploring higher level thinking. Have fun discovering why math rules. Please bring a bag lunch to camp each day.

- **CES 8457**
  - 1 week MTWRF
  - July 18
  - 9 am-3 pm

**KID WRITERS—JOIN THE CLUB: GRADES 3 & 4**

Write, illustrate and publish your own book! Let your imagination run wild as you dream up a main character, give them life and breath and a story in which to live. Kick it up a notch and actually create your one-of-a-kind character in puppet form. Help to organize and display your published work of art at the class book fair. Please bring a bag lunch to camp each day.

- **CES 7333**
  - 1 week MTWRF
  - July 11
  - 9 am-3 pm

**HOW TO WRITE SONG LYRICS: GRADES 3 & 4**

"Three Blind Mice" is reportedly the most famous song in the world. The words of popular songs are easy to remember because they are easy to sing, easy to remember and usually tell a story or give a message. Learn how to write your own song; then have it recorded on a CD along with the songs of your classmates to take home. You'll share your song with the class as a solo artist, duet or group. Feel free to bring any instrument to class if you'd like, but it is not required. Please bring a bag lunch to camp each day.

- **CES 7358**
  - 1 week MTWRF
  - July 11
  - 9 am-3 pm

More grades 3 & 4 ➔

Add Before and After Care to your child’s schedule for a full day of fun on campus. SEE PAGE 4
PHYSICS FUN! GRADES 3 & 4
Better understand the world around you in this interactive playland. Discover the world of physics and laws of motion through exciting experiments and games. Build and launch a paper airplane, connect an electric circuit, play with white light, see sound and explore the universe. Learn while you play! Please bring a bag lunch to camp each day.

CES 8461 $225
1 week MTWRF July 11 9 am-3 pm
Sec. 939299 F150 C. Shiver
1 week MTWRF July 18 9 am-3 pm
Sec. 939804 F150 C. Shiver
1 week MTWRF July 25 9 am-3 pm
Sec. 939833 F150 C. Shiver
1 week MTWRF Aug 1 9 am-3 pm
Sec. 939887 F150 C. Shiver

ROBOTS RULE! GRADES 3 & 4
Robots are used to clean, build, communicate, search and explore the world around you. Discover how robots work as you help dream-up, design, build and program a robot using LEGO® Mindstorms™! Learn about different types of engineering as you perform a variety of robot experiments. Examine the history of robotics and find out how robots compete. At the end of this class you’ll raise your fist and exclaim, “Robots rule!” Please bring a bag lunch to camp each day.

CES 8396 $249
1 week MTWRF July 11 9 am-3 pm
Sec. 939814 AS930 J. Scollon
1 week MTWRF July 18 9 am-3 pm
Sec. 939815 AS930 J. Scollon
1 week MTWRF July 25 9 am-3 pm
Sec. 939817 AS930 J. Scollon
1 week MTWRF Aug 1 9 am-3 pm
Sec. 939885 AS930 J. Scollon

WACKY WORLD OF SCIENCE! GRADES 3 & 4
Enter the wacky world of science that allows you to explore a different science every day. Learn about plants, animals, rocks, ocean creatures, dinosaurs, and the human body. Keep a journal, do experiments and conjure up the budding ‘ologist’ in you. Please bring a bag lunch to camp each day.

CES 8460 $225
1 week MTWRF July 11 9 am-3 pm
Sec. 939825 AS740 K. Skowronek
1 week MTWRF July 18 9 am-3 pm
Sec. 939826 AS740 K. Skowronek
1 week MTWRF July 25 9 am-3 pm
Sec. 939873 AS740 K. Skowronek
1 week MTWRF Aug 1 9 am-3 pm
Sec. 939886 AS740 K. Skowronek

Add Before and After Care to your child’s schedule for a full day of fun on campus.

SEE PAGE 4
Entering Grades 5 & 6

The Arts & Culture

Come to the Art Arcade: Grades 5 & 6
No tokens needed! Take your art creativity and feel like you are inside an 'art arcade.' Experience the fun challenge of trying out varieties of art styles and techniques. Paint with watercolor and acrylics; try printing techniques; and mush and glop-around with clay. Create your masterpieces and share your creative opinions with your fellow art-gamers. Please bring a bag lunch to camp each day.

CES 3601 $225
1 week MTWRF July 18
Sec. 939871 F470 9 am-3 pm J. Paynter

CES 3602 $225
1 week MTWRF July 25
Sec. 939872 F470 9 am-3 pm J. Paynter

New Become a Potter!: Grades 5 & 6
Pinch, coil, roll, and slam and twist your way into making clay-art!
Learn studio courtesy and safety, and how to mix and use different types of clay. Explore hand-building and firing methods and find out lots of ways to decorate and glaze your pieces. Enjoy a whole week to plan, make and finish your own ceramic treasures, taking them home on Friday. For safety reasons, artists do not use the potter's wheel. Please bring a bag lunch to camp each day.

CES 3633 $225
1 week MTWRF July 11
Sec. 939895 F410 9 am-3 pm M. Kuhn

New Life in the Wild West: Grades 5 & 6
Hey partner, come do the whole dang bang shootin' match! Explore the dangers and challenges of traveling the trails. Come "cross the prairies," and "join the cowboys on cattle drives," learning the details of everyday life in covered wagons and chuck wagon camps. See actual tools and equipment used in daily life and try your hand at some of the skills of the west. Saddle-up and enjoy this amazing adventure. Please bring a bag lunch to camp each day.

CES 7369 $225
1 week MTWRF Aug 1
Sec. 939898 LA415 9 am-3 pm D. Stearns

Chess—Get Your Game On: Grades 5 & 6
Get your chess game together as you learn to open, trap, strategize and do tactical maneuvers that will leave your opponents in the dust. Get amped up and take part in awesome competitions, tournaments and contests that will showcase your game. Go the chess distance! Please bring a bag lunch to camp each day.

CES 7336 $225
1 week MTWRF July 18
Sec. 939877 LA360 9 am-3 pm L. Haddad

Career Exploration

Be a Biz Kid—Starting a Business: Grades 5 & 6
Because you're a kid doesn't mean you don't have what it takes to run your own business. Working with a business partner you'll choose a business from a list of possibilities. You'll name your business, design your logo, and learn about stuff like pricing, profit margins, and marketing. On the last day of class you and your partner will show off your product or service to your peers in class. Please bring a bag lunch to camp each day.

CES 2155 $225
1 week MTWRF July 18
Sec. 939816 LA230 9 am-3 pm Staff

Camp Scrubs—Adventures in Medicine: Grades 5 & 6
Put on scrubs and enter the world of medicine. Learn about many fields in healthcare and what it takes to be a nurse, paramedic, test technician or a surgeon. Discover how to take a pulse and blood pressure, start an I.V. and see a virtual knee surgery. Enjoy a field trip to a hospital to see medical professionals in action. Learn about the real world of healthcare hands-on. Please bring a bag lunch to camp each day.

CES 4278 $225
1 week MTWRF July 11
Sec. 939822 AS374 9 am-3 pm D. Denison

Make It Work! Structure & Design: Grades 5 & 6
Have you ever wondered how architects design buildings or how engineers design roller coasters? Wonder no more. Design and build your own roller coaster; construct your own balsa wood bridge to withstand weight; create and erect your own tower; and shape and fabricate your own airplane. Roll-up your sleeves and get ready to make it work! Please bring a bag lunch to camp each day.

CES 8365 $225
1 week MTWRF July 11
Sec. 939849 F100 9 am-3 pm R. Roberts

For more information call 734-462-4448
VIDEO GAME WIZARD: GRADES 5 & 6
Conjure up your own video game! Design and program a real working game using Game Maker software. Learn to create 2D environments, and discover how to access and use online game resources. Best of all, at the end of class show off your creation to friends and family and then—take it home to play. Experienced gamers are welcome to work at a more advanced level. Please bring a bag lunch to camp each day. Bring headphones or ear buds to class.

WEB MAGIC: GRADES 5 & 6
Learn tools and tricks to build your own Web page, and the ins and outs of posting it on the Web. Using Macromedia Flash, try your hand at the basics of animation. Discover how to build basic graphics, film clips and short animations for your Web page. Create an awesome Web site that will wow your classmates and family! Prerequisite: basic computer skills. Please bring a bag lunch to camp each day. Bring headphones or ear buds to class.

MAKE PERFECT CENTS: GRADES 5 & 6
Do you know what finance means? Basically it means money. The stuff we use every day to pay for what we need and want. Would you like to know how you can make it, keep it, manage it and make more? Learn about checking and savings accounts, credit, investing and more. Through games and fun activities discover the path to money success. Please bring a bag lunch to camp each day.

LYRIC WRITERS WANTED: GRADES 5 & 6
Attention! Looking for kids interested in using their ability to write song lyrics. You must be willing to use all five senses to gain inspirational motivation. Successful candidates will write their own song, have it recorded on a CD along with the songs of your classmates. Share your song with the class as a solo artist, duet or group. Feel free to bring any instrument to class if you’d like, but it is not required. Please bring a bag lunch to camp each day.

THE GREAT Tween WRITERS Machine: GRADES 5 & 6
Roar into summer! Get more comfortable as a writer and make a ton of new friends. Try your hand at different types of writing like autobiographies, circle stories, poetry—even news articles! Have fun illustrating your works in new and creative ways. Have fun hanging with other tweens who love to write as much as you. Please bring a bag lunch to camp each day.

Add Before and After Care to your child’s schedule for a full day of fun on campus.
**CRIME DETECTIVES: GRADES 5 & 6**

Solve a mystery! Become a first rate detective using techniques real detectives and forensic scientists use to solve crimes. Use fingerprinting, fiber and handwriting analysis, and the casting of footprints to solve a mock crime. Discover how to handle a crime scene, photograph the area, and collect and process clues. Be the one to break the case wide open at the week-ending mock trial of the suspect. Please bring a bag lunch to camp each day.

**CES 8387**  $225

1 week  MTWRF  July 18  9 am-3 pm  
Sec. 939810  LA240  M. Hawkins

1 week  MTWRF  July 25  9 am-3 pm  
Sec. 939818  LA240  M. Hawkins

**REV UP A ROBOT: GRADES 5 & 6**

Robots are sweeping the world. They can be found in factories, the military, in space exploration, transportation and medicine. The possible uses are mind-boggling and never-ending. Learn how to dream-up, design, construct and program a robot using LEGO® Mindstorms™! Enjoy the fun of being part of a robotics pit crew that gets a robot’s motor running. Please bring a bag lunch to camp each day.

**CES 8462**  $249

1 week  MTWRF  July 11  9 am-3 pm  
Sec. 939844  AS600  K. Ruff

1 week  MTWRF  July 18  9 am-3 pm  
Sec. 939845  AS600  Staff

1 week  MTWRF  July 25  9 am-3 pm  
Sec. 939846  AS600  Staff

1 week  MTWRF  Aug 1  9 am-3 pm  
Sec. 939847  AS600  Staff

**TEAM SCIENCE INVESTIGATIONS & MYTH BUSTING: GRADES 5 & 6**

Discover the fun of hands-on science investigation! As a member of a scientific research team dig into science myths and questions that you can prove. Your team will choose what science myths to attempt. Then you’ll design investigations, choose experiments, test your theories and do data analysis. Spotlight your teams’ findings on the last day of class. Please bring a bag lunch to camp each day.

**CES 8464**  $225

1 week  MTWRF  July 11  9 am-3 pm  
Sec. 939847  LA240  M. Hawkins

1 week  MTWRF  Aug 1  9 am-3 pm  
Sec. 939290  LA240  M. Hawkins

**ROCKET SCIENCE: GRADES 5 & 6**

“All personnel…this is NASA’s director. The countdown clock will start in one minute. Five…four…three…two…one…ignition.” Be designer, builder and director of your own mission control! You’ll test rocket design, mass, fuels and payloads. Have fun launching bottle rockets and an egg-a-naut and building and launching your own personalized rocket. Lift-off to fun! Please bring a bag lunch to camp each day.

**CES 8463**  $225

1 week  MTWRF  July 11  9 am-3 pm  
Sec. 939292  AS378  L. Walkuski

1 week  MTWRF  July 18  9 am-3 pm  
Sec. 939842  AS378  L. Walkuski

1 week  MTWRF  July 25  9 am-3 pm  
Sec. 939297  AS378  L. Walkuski
THE ARTS & CULTURE

NEW THE POTTER’S STUDIO: GRADES 7, 8 & 9
Let your creativity explode! Learn studio courtesy and safety, and then how to design and make ceramic pieces using the pinch, coil and slab techniques. When you’re ready, try your hand at working on the potter’s wheel. Whether you’ve ever tried ceramics or not, the Potter’s Studio is the place for you to get into this awesome means of expression and show the world what you’re all about! Please bring a bag lunch to camp each day.

CES 3635 $225
1 week MTWRF July 18 9 am-3 pm
Sec. 939897 F410 M. Kuhn

THE ART CAFE: GRADES 7, 8 & 9
Are you passionate about art and want to escape to a place where you can create more? Come to the Art Cafe. Learn by doing as you try your hand at different styles and techniques using a variety of mediums such as painting with watercolors and acrylics, and print techniques using ink. Enjoy the laid-back, comfortable atmosphere where you can create, create, create! Please bring a bag lunch to camp each day.

CES 3602 $225
1 week MTWRF July 18 9 am-3 pm
Sec. 939866 F350 Staff
1 week MTWRF July 25 9 am-3 pm
Sec. 939867 F350 Staff

ART-RAGEOUS TEXTILES: GRADES 7, 8 & 9
Immerse yourself in the wild world of textile art. Tap into your individuality by using things like plants fibers, animal fibers, or synthetic fibers to create objects that scream, “Look at me!” Blast away creative boundaries as you try your hand at wet felting, weaving and textile painting. Grow as an artist while making new friends who love art as much as you do. Please bring a bag lunch to camp each day.

CES 3622 $225
1 week MTWRF July 11 9 am-3 pm
Sec. 939878 AS820 M. Reeds

CULINARY ARTS BOOT CAMP: GRADES 7, 8 & 9
Don your chef jacket and prepare for five days of basic training. Not the military kind of training, but the cooking kind! You’ll begin with basic sanitation and knife skills. You’ll prepare daily menus, cook your lunch, eat it and critique your efforts. Everyday will be a new and exciting experience, filled with information on nutrition, preparation techniques and hanging out with other chefs. No experience necessary. Please bring a tool kit with the following: a paring, chef and bread knife; spatula; dough cutter; pastry brush; thermometer; and measuring spoons. Plan to wear an apron, long pants and comfortable shoes.

CES 2374 $249
1 week MTWRF July 11 9 am-3 pm
Sec. 939843 American Harvest J. Gabriel, CMC
1 week MTWRF July 18 9 am-3 pm
Sec. 939854 American Harvest J. Gabriel, CMC
1 week MTWRF July 25 9 am-3 pm
Sec. 939882 VT630 J. Gabriel, CMC

KITCHEN COMBAT TRAINING: GRADES 7, 8 & 9
Drop and give me 20—eggs that is. Get ready for five days of intensive fun-filled culinary arts training. Build up your cooking skills, flex your muscles and learn how to cook fabulous meals and desserts that will impress every civilian. Every day, make your culinary lunch creation—you even may be able to take home a few tasty treats. Prerequisite: Culinary Arts Boot Camp or Culinary Arts Exploration. Please bring a tool kit with the following: a paring, chef and bread knife; spatula; dough cutter; pastry brush; thermometer; and measuring spoons. Plan to wear an apron, long pants and comfortable shoes.

CES 2413 $249
1 week MTWRF Aug 1 9 am-3 pm
Sec. 939868 American Harvest J. Gabriel, CMC

more grades 7, 8 & 9 ➔
NEW GET GREECE-D UP!: GRADES 7, 8 & 9
Everything about Greece screams unforgettable! So much of what we know in our everyday world has its beginnings in Greece. Explore the land of Zeus, democracy, marathons, and theatre. Get into Greek language, music, art, customs and food. Jump into the land of mythology—of gods and goddesses, cool inventions, and the Olympics. Please bring a bag lunch to camp each day.

CES 3636 $225
1 week MTWRF July 11 9 am-3 pm
Sec. 939295 LA415 D. Stearns

WEB DESIGN: GRADES 7, 8 & 9
Learn how to design your own Web page and the ins and outs of posting it on the Web. Using Macromedia Flash try your hand at the basics of animation. Discover how to build basic graphics, film clips and short animations, the building blocks, for your Web Page. Impress everyone with your newly created Web page! Please bring a bag lunch to camp each day. Bring headphones or ear buds to class.

CES 3632 $225
1 week MTWRF July 11 9 am-3 pm
Sec. 939806 VT440 J. Feinberg
1 week MTWRF July 18 9 am-3 pm
Sec. 939864 VT440 J. Feinberg
1 week MTWRF July 25 9 am-3 pm
Sec. 939865 VT440 J. Feinberg
1 week MTWRF Aug 1 9 am-3 pm
Sec. 939892 VT440 J. Feinberg

NEW FIVE DAY TRIP TO MEXICO: GRADES 7, 8 & 9
Don your sombrero, toss it in the ring and shout ole! Mexico is a sweet place to visit. Bull-fighting, dream destinations like Acapulco, Cancun and Los Cabos, unique marketplaces, and a very cool culture filled with art, music and scrumptious Mexican foods equals five days of total fun. On Friday you’ll party-hearty at the fiesta filled with everything Mexican except the cucaracha. Please bring a bag lunch to camp each day.

CES 3634 $225
1 week MTWRF July 25 9 am-3 pm
Sec. 939896 LA415 D. Stearns

TEEN WRITERS INC.: GRADES 7, 8 & 9
Spend time with other teens who love to write as much as you do. Define and fine tune your own writing process while enjoying free writing time, peer editing and some computer illustration opportunities. Write both narratives and poetry focusing on character, plot, and theme and scene development. Get down to business and become a writer extraordinaire! Please bring a bag lunch to camp each day.

CES 7335 $225
1 week MTWRF July 18 9 am-3 pm
Sec. 939869 BTC370 Staff
1 week MTWRF July 25 9 am-3 pm
Sec. 939884 BTC100 Staff

Computers
CREATE YOUR OWN VIDEO GAME: GRADES 7, 8 & 9
You always play video games. Now learn to create them! Using Game Maker software, design and program a real working game. Learn to create 20 environments, and discover how to access and use online game resources. Best of all, at the end of class show off your creation to friends and family and then take it home to play. Experienced gamers are welcome to work at a more advanced level. Please bring a bag lunch to camp each day. Bring headphones or ear buds to class.

CES 6134 $225
1 week MTWRF July 11 9 am-3 pm
Sec. 939861 AS210 J. Ruff
1 week MTWRF July 18 9 am-3 pm
Sec. 939862 AS210 J. Ruff
1 week MTWRF July 25 9 am-3 pm
Sec. 939863 AS210 J. Ruff
1 week MTWRF Aug 1 9 am-3 pm
Sec. 939893 AS210 J. Ruff

Writing
TEEN WRITERS INC.: GRADES 7, 8 & 9
Spend time with other teens who love to write as much as you do. Define and fine tune your own writing process while enjoying free writing time, peer editing and some computer illustration opportunities. Write both narratives and poetry focusing on character, plot, and theme and scene development. Get down to business and become a writer extraordinaire! Please bring a bag lunch to camp each day.

CES 7335 $225
1 week MTWRF July 18 9 am-3 pm
Sec. 939869 BTC370 Staff
1 week MTWRF July 25 9 am-3 pm
Sec. 939884 BTC100 Staff

Add Before and After Care to your child’s schedule for a full day of fun on campus. See Page 4
CAREER EXPLORATION

AVIATION & AEROSPACE—FULL THROTTLE AHEAD!: GRADES 7, 8 & 9
The entire story of aviation and aerospace will be the subject of this awesome summer adventure. From the Wright Brothers’ principles of flight, through today’s high-tech aerospace industry, you’ll experience the world of flight through field trips, rocket building and launching, and flight simulator software. Explore the exciting new careers in aeronautics in this power-packed camp. Up, up and away! Please bring a bag lunch to camp each day.

CES 8471 $225
1 week MTWRF July 11 9 am-3 pm
Sec. 939827 F120 Staff
1 week MTWRF July 18 9 am-3 pm
Sec. 939828 F120 Staff

BE the BOSS—START YOUR OWN BUSINESS: GRADES 7, 8 & 9
Make your business happen: from choosing your product, to naming your business, designing a logo, understanding pricing and profit margins, analyzing sales and how to market your idea. Working with a business partner you’ll choose a business from a list of possibilities and then get down and bring it to life. On the last day of class launch your business and sell your product or service to your fellow entrepreneurs. Please bring a bag lunch to camp each day.

CES 1556 $225
1 week MTWRF July 11 9 am-3 pm
Sec. 939832 LA230 Staff
1 week MTWRF July 25 9 am-3 pm
Sec. 939881 LA230 Staff

CAMP SCRUBS—ADVENTURES IN MEDICINE: GRADES 7, 8 & 9
Put on scrubs and enter the world of medicine. Learn about many fields in healthcare and what it takes to be a nurse, paramedic, test technician or a surgeon. Discover how to take a pulse and blood pressure, start an I.V. and see a virtual knee surgery. Enjoy a field trip to a hospital to see medical professionals in action. Learn about the real world of healthcare hands-on. Please bring a bag lunch to camp each day.

CES 4290 $225
1 week MTWRF July 11 9 am-3 pm
Sec. 939830 AS374 D. Denison
1 week MTWRF Aug 1 9 am-3 pm
Sec. 939831 AS374 D. Denison

MAKE IT WORK! STRUCTURE & DESIGN: GRADES 7, 8 & 9
Have you ever wondered how architects design buildings or how engineers design roller coasters? Wonder no more. Design and build your own roller coaster; construct your own balsa wood bridge to withstand weight; create and erect your own tower; and shape and fabricate your own airplane. Roll-up your sleeves and get ready to make it work! Please bring a bag lunch to camp each day.

CES 8470 $225
1 week MTWRF July 25 9 am-3 pm
Sec. 939851 F100 Staff
1 week MTWRF Aug 1 9 am-3 pm
Sec. 939889 F100 Staff

INTERIOR DESIGN: GRADES 7, 8 & 9
Do you dream of becoming the next Design Star? Learn the actual processes designers use when creating pleasing spaces that work well. Learn how to select your colors, plan your space, find materials and accessorize. Learn the differences between designing for a home or a business. Then put your knowledge to work and design your own room. Learn to take any space and make it fabulous. Please bring a bag lunch to camp each day.

CES 3621 $225
1 week MTWRF July 11 9 am-3 pm
Sec. 939875 AS376 J. Weiser
1 week MTWRF July 25 9 am-3 pm
Sec. 939876 AS376 J. Weiser

MACHINE ADVENTURES! HIGH-TECH MANUFACTURING: GRADES 7, 8 & 9
Experience how “stuff” is made in Schoolcraft’s state-of-the-art manufacturing lab. Design parts and see them made right before your very eyes! Make a hand-held game, a 3D photograph and professional looking nametags. Design using Computer Aided Design (CAD) manufacturing software and real Computer Numerical Control (CNC) machines, taking the finished product home after being built. Safety is a priority and students will work in small groups.

Please bring a bag lunch to camp each day.

CES2 6129 $225
1 week MTWRF July 11 9 am-3 pm
Sec. 939824 AS170 G. Keyes
1 week MTWRF July 18 9 am-3 pm
Sec. 939874 AS170 G. Keyes
SCIENCE

ROBOTICS FOR TEENS: GRADES 7, 8 & 9
Robots are used in everything from building cars to space travel. Discover the principles of real robotic engineering as you help dream-up, design, build and program a robot using LEGO® Mindstorms™! Learn about electrical and mechanical engineering as you perform different robot experiments. Examine the history of robotics and find out how robots compete. Have fun and experience being part of a teen robotics team. Please bring a bag lunch to camp each day.

CES 8465 $249
1 week MTWRF July 11 9 am-3 pm
Sec. 939855 AS610 J. Obsniuk
1 week MTWRF July 18 9 am-3 pm
Sec. 939856 AS610 J. Obsniuk
1 week MTWRF July 25 9 am-3 pm
Sec. 939857 AS610 J. Obsniuk
1 week MTWRF Aug 1 9 am-3 pm
Sec. 939888 AS610 J. Obsniuk

BIO/CHEM—ONE WORLD: GRADES 7, 8 & 9
The world around you is a humungous science lab waiting to happen. Look closely at everyday things and discover how their chemical and biological make-up defines them. Through information sharing and exciting labs you’ll see science in a whole new light. Don’t worry if you are not really experienced with science, the class is flexible and may be adjusted to suit any range of abilities. Please bring a bag lunch to camp each day.

CES 8468 $225
1 week MTWRF July 11 9 am-3 pm
Sec. 939860 F170 Staff
1 week MTWRF July 18 9 am-3 pm
Sec. 939293 F170 Staff

Add Before and After Care to your child’s schedule for a full day of fun on campus.

SEE PAGE 4
SCIENCES

NEW CRIME SCENE INVESTIGATOR (CSI): FRESHMAN–SENIOR

CSI is the application of science to solve crimes. Be immersed in a realistic criminal investigation led by Schoolcraft Science Faculty. Visit the crime scene, learn evidence collection techniques, do blood spatter calculations, pollen analysis, ballistics, electrophoresis and gas chromatography. Have fun working collaboratively with a team and experience what a real CSI is all about. Please bring a bag lunch to camp each day.

Note: this camp ends at 4 pm.

CES 8475  $225
1 week  MTWRF  July 25  9 am-4 pm
Sec. 939294  BTC210  Team taught by Schoolcraft College Science Faculty

THIS CLASS IS SUPPORTED BY A GRANT FROM the SCHOOLCRAFT COLLEGE FOUNDATION.

It’s a Celebration

KIDS ON CAMPUS SHOWCASE

Parents—
See the terrific projects and wonderful artwork your children have created.
Celebrate with your children, their classmates, instructors, siblings and other parents.

DATE  THE LAST DAY OF EACH CAMP SESSION:
FRIDAY, JULY 15, 22, 29 AND AUGUST 5

TIME  2:40 P.M.

LOCATION  IN the CLASSROOM

We look forward to seeing you there!
ACADEMIC SKILLS WORKSHOPS

FOR KIDS ENTERING GRADES 6 THROUGH 12
These academic skills workshops are offered during the Kids on Campus Summer program. Academic skills workshops are not run in a camp format. For more information or for program guidelines call 734-462-4448 or email koc@schoolcraft.edu.

**Enhancing Study Skills: Grades 6-8**

Studying, like any other skill, can become easier if you learn to do it well. Learn to organize and start the study process, take effective notes, enrich your vocabulary and manage your time to avoid feeling pressured. Better critical reading and listening skills will also help to make you the ultimate study pro!

**CES 0430** $185
3 weeks MTWR July 11 9:11 am
Sec. 939401 AS920 Grades 6, 7 & 8 T. Dalsis
Sec. 939403 MC115 Grades 6, 7 & 8 R. Leider

**Enhancing English Skills: Grades 6-8**

Whether you’re already a good writer who’s looking for an opportunity to practice your skills, or if you are lacking confidence in your abilities, you will benefit from this class. Strengthen your written and spoken English skills through daily writing and reading activities, basic grammar review and vocabulary building exercises. Be equipped to tackle writing assignments with confidence and flair!

**CES 7072** $185
3 weeks MTWR July 11 9:11 am
Sec. 939402 MC115 Grades 6, 7 & 8 R. Leider
Sec. 939407 AS379 Grades 6, 7 & 8 N. Handelman

**Successful Reading Skills: Grades 6-8**

Having trouble remembering what you’ve read? Do you waste too much time trying to figure out words while reading? This class will help! Learn ways to improve your vocabulary, decode words and how to remember and understand what you’ve read. By reading a short book in class, you and your classmates will make connections to reading, all while doing fun art and group activities. This class is not intended for special education students and IEP students.

**CES 7326** $185
3 weeks MTWR July 11 11 am-1 pm
Sec. 939405 AS920 Grades 6, 7 & 8 T. Dalsis
Sec. 939410 AS920 Grades 6, 7 & 8 T. Dalsis

**Enhancing Basic Math Skills: Grades 6-8**

You can improve your math skills at any level by strengthening your basic mathematical operation and problem solving ability. From working with numbers, to pre-algebra and basic geometry, be more confident with a good base of mathematical knowledge. Give yourself the tools you’ll need to be successful and confident!

**CES 8110** $185
3 weeks MTWR July 11 9:11 am
Sec. 939409 LA130 Grades 6, 7 & 8 K. Smith

**Pre-Algebra/Algebra Readiness: Grades 6-7**

Develop confidence and readiness for pre-algebra and algebra by gaining proficiency working with integers, fractions, decimals, simple algebraic equations as well as an understanding of symbols and terminology. All the necessary concepts will be introduced to help you prepare for your upcoming year in algebra.

**CES 8125** $185
3 weeks MTWR July 11 9:11 am
Sec. 939411 AS830 Grades 6 & 7 Staff
Sec. 939420 MC120 Grades 6 & 7 A. Lance

**Pre-Algebra/Algebra Readiness: Grades 8-9**

**CES 8482** $185
3 weeks MTWR July 11 11 am-1 pm
Sec. 939412 LA130 Grades 8 & 9 K. Smith
3 weeks MTWR July 11 1:20-3:20 pm
Sec. 939415 LA340 Grades 8 & 9 T. Dalsis
Sec. 939421 MC120 Grades 8 & 9 A. Lance

**Keyboarding & Basic Word Processing: Grades 6-8**

Be ready for school reports and projects this fall! Develop keyboarding skills and work on speed. Learn to type and set-up reports that are sure to earn good grades. No more waiting for someone else to type it for you. Become equipped to “do it yourself.”

**CES 6904** $185
3 weeks MTWR July 11 9:11 am
Sec. 939416 LA130 Grades 6, 7 & 8 C. Raine
Sec. 939415 LA340 Grades 6, 7 & 8 C. Raine

**New Enhancing Science Skills—Astronomy: Grades 6-8**

Whether you’re curious about astronomy because you’ve never taken it in school, or maybe you just want to get a better understanding of astronomy concepts, don’t miss the opportunity to examine space and beyond. Unlock the mysteries of black holes, galaxies, stars and constellations. Look into the universe through “virtual” telescopes and discover the intriguing world of astronomy.

**CES 8480** $185
3 weeks MTWR July 11 9:11 am
Sec. 939408 F450 Grades 6, 7 & 8 M. Sanders

**New Enhancing Science Skills—Earth Science: Grades 6-8**

Learn about the earth through the study of four earth spheres: the hydrosphere—the watery parts of the earth; the atmosphere—the layer of gases that surround the earth; the biosphere—the zone of life; and the geo-sphere—the solid parts of the earth. Whether you’re just curious or need to brush up on earth science, become more confident and knowledgeable.

**CES 8476** $185
3 weeks MTWR July 11 11 am-1 pm
Sec. 939406 F450 Grades 6, 7 & 8 M. Sanders
NEW ENHANCING STUDY SKILLS: FRESHMAN–SENIORS
Become the ultimate study pro! Learn to organize and start the study process, take effective notes, enrich your vocabulary and manage your time to avoid feeling pressured. Gain better critical reading and listening skills as you learn to make studying easier and more productive.
CES 0960 $185
3 weeks MTWR July 11 9-11 am
Sec. 939423 MC105 Grades 9 & Up P. Schneider
3 weeks MTWR July 11 11 am-1 pm
Sec. 939424 MC105 Grades 9 & Up P. Schneider

NEW ENHANCING ENGLISH SKILLS: FRESHMAN–SENIORS
Become equipped to tackle writing assignments with confidence and flair! Strengthen your written and spoken English skills through daily writing and reading activities, basic grammar review and vocabulary building exercises. Whether you’re already a good writer who’s looking for an opportunity to practice your skills, or, if you are lacking confidence in your abilities, you will benefit from this class.
CES 7370 $185
3 weeks MTWR July 11 11 am-1 pm
Sec. 939425 AS379 Grades 9 & Up N. Handelman

ENHANCING ALGEBRA SKILLS: FRESHMAN–SENIORS
Do you have some experience with algebra but want to increase your knowledge? Take what you already know about algebra and add to your skills by doing operations with polynomials, solving first degree equations and graphing linear equations with two unknowns. You’ll also develop strategies for solving word problems.
CES 8149 $185
3 weeks MTWR July 11 9-11 am
Sec. 939413 VT405 Grades 9 & Up J. Palasique

INTERMEDIATE ALGEBRA SKILLS: FRESHMAN–SENIORS
If you have a good understanding of the basic concepts of algebra and you’re ready to learn more, your opportunity awaits! Broaden your algebraic knowledge by learning about operations with polynomials, rules of exponents, factoring polynomials, and rational expressions. Gain confidence with radical expressions and solving quadratic, rational and radical equations as well.
CES 8322 $185
3 weeks MTWR July 11 1:20-3:20 pm
Sec. 939414 VT405 Grades 9 & Up Staff

ENHANCING GEOMETRY SKILLS: FRESHMAN–SENIORS
If you have a good understanding of the basic concepts of algebra and would like to explore the concepts of geometry, this class is for you. Learn about line and angle relationships, construction with the help of a compass, parallel lines, transversal lines, congruent triangles, similar triangles, special right triangles, quadrilaterals and circles. You also will develop strategies for writing formal proofs.
CES 8415 $185
3 weeks MTWR July 11 11 am-1 pm
Sec. 939418 VT405 Grades 9 & Up J. Palasique

ENHANCING ADVANCED ALGEBRA & TRIGONOMETRY SKILLS: FRESHMAN–SENIORS
If you have a good understanding of intermediate algebra concepts you will find this course most beneficial. Begin with exponential and logarithmic functions, followed by trigonometry functions. Review radian and degree measure, right triangle trig, any angle trig, the unit circle, graphs of trig functions, inverse trig functions, trig identities, solving trig equations, laws of sines and cosines, and applications. A TI-83 graphing calculator is required.
CES 0863 $185
3 weeks MTWR July 11 11 am-1 pm
Sec. 939419 AS830 Grades 9 & Up J. Scott

IT’S YOUR LIFE! FOR HIGH SCHOOL SOPHOMORES, JUNIORS & SENIORS
High school sophomores, juniors and seniors—expand your horizons. Get mega-exposure to the world around you and become a real-player ready for adult life. Enhance your critical thinking skills with exercises in writing, speaking and current events. Become more comfortable with the college and/or job interview process and work on developing your college essay and resume. Put the focus on you. Remember, “It’s your life.”
CES 7357 $185
3 weeks MTWR July 11 1:20-3:20 pm
Sec. 939417 AS379 Grades 10, 11 & 12 N. Handelman

NEW ENHANCING SCIENCE SKILLS—PHYSICS: FRESHMAN–SENIORS
In a fun yet academic setting learn about physics as it relates to Newton’s Second Law of Motion. Explore physics principles: weight, mass, force, acceleration, velocity and gravity. Don’t worry if you know a little or nothing at all, you’ll become familiar with these terms through activities and experiments. Bring a Matchbox® car and a stop watch/timer to class.
CES 8478 $185
3 weeks MTWR July 11 9-11 am
Sec. 939404 F460 Grades 9 & Up B. O’Donnell

NEW ENHANCING SCIENCE SKILLS—GENETICS: FRESHMAN–SENIORS
Looking to gain a better understanding of genetics? Begin with parts of a cell and cell structure. Move on to cell systems, proteins and chromosome structure. Learn how to demonstrate ratios using a Punnett square. Using a microscope and working with NOVA see firsthand what comprises all living things.
CES 8481 $185
3 weeks MTWR July 11 11 am-1 pm
Sec. 939422 F460 Grades 9 & Up B. O’Donnell
REGISTRATION AVAILABLE NOW! REGISTER EARLY FOR THE BEST CLASS SELECTION.

**Online** [https://webadvisor.schoolcraft.edu](https://webadvisor.schoolcraft.edu)

**Important**: Because you are creating an official student record, please be sure to use your CHILD’S information (name, SSN, date of birth) when registering. If your child has taken a class at Schoolcraft before, please LOG IN first, then register. If your child has never taken a class at Schoolcraft, start by clicking on the “Continuing Education (Non-Credit)” link.

If using the online registration option, all emergency contact information will be stored electronically and can be updated via WebAdvisor if information changes.

You may register online until the day before the first class meets.

**Mail-in**

Mail registration form, emergency contact form and payment to:

Schoolcraft College
Cashier/Kids on Campus Summer 2011
18600 Haggerty Rd.
Livonia, MI 48152-2696

You may also use the drop box located in front of the McDowell Center in Livonia.

**Walk-in McDowell Center** (see map on page 3)

Monday–Thursday 8 am to 6 pm
Friday 8 am to 4:30 pm

It is the policy of Schoolcraft College that no person shall, on the basis of race, color, national origin, gender, age, marital status, creed, or disability, be excluded from participating in, be denied benefits of, or be subjected to discrimination during any program or activity or in employment.

**Cancellations or Class Changes**

Schoolcraft College reserves the right to cancel any class that does not receive a minimum number of registrations; students will be contacted by phone and may select another class or request a full refund. The college may also change the day, time of day, class location or instructor.

**Dropping a Class and Refund Policy**

You can drop a class for a full refund up to the day before the first class meets by written request, or online through WebAdvisor.

Written requests for refunds must be initiated by the student’s parent/guardian and are to be mailed or walked in to the Admissions and Enrollment Center in the McDowell Center in the McDowell Center. The request must contain the following:

- Student name
- Student ID number
- Course number, section number
- A brief statement requesting the refund, signature and date.

The refund policy is:

- Through the day before the first class meets—100 percent course fees.
- Thereafter—no refund.

Note: Credit card payments made online through WebAdvisor will be credited to the account used for payment. All other refunds will be issued by check in the student’s name and mailed to the student’s address on record, or by direct deposit.

See Bank Info—Direct Deposit under the Financial Information heading in the WebAdvisor student menu to select the direct deposit refund option.

Additional Activities for Summer 2011

Look in our Continuing Education and Professional Development Spring/Summer 2011 schedule—available online late March—for the following physical fitness programs with offerings available to children of all ages.

- Tennis
- Aquatics
- Fencing

**Give a Child the Gift of Learning**

Schoolcraft College gift cards, redeemable for tuition, are available for $25 or more. For more information on this valuable gift idea, please call us at 734-462-4448.
For safety reasons, completed emergency contact information must accompany the registration. Schoolcraft College reserves the right to delay the registration until emergency contact information is provided.

Child's Date of Birth ___ / ____ / _____  Student's Social Security Number __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ ____
Please join us for our
KIDS ON CAMPUS OPEN HOUSE
Thursday, March 3, 2011
5:30–7:30 p.m.
Location: VisTaTech Center, DiPonio Room
- Meet instructors
- Ask questions
- Visit the campus
- See class demonstrations
For additional information call 734-462-4448.

KIDS ON CAMPUS SCHOLARSHIPS
Through the generous contributions of Art and Diane Rockall, a limited number of scholarships are available to those families requiring financial assistance. If you are interested in applying for a scholarship for your child to attend a KOC class or camp, complete and submit a KOC scholarship application form, your student’s registration information and emergency form, to KOC Coordinator, Continuing Education, no later than May 1, 2011. For more information, e-mail CEPD@schoolcraft.edu or call 734-462-4448.

NEW FOR SUMMER 2011
WEATHER & NATURE CLUBHOUSE: GRADES 1 & 2
BECOME A POTTER!: GRADES 5 & 6
LIFE IN the WILD WEST: GRADES 5 & 6
THE POTTER’S STUDIO: GRADES 7, 8 & 9
GET GREECE-0 UP!: GRADES 7, 8 & 9
FIVE DAY TRIP TO MEXICO: GRADES 7, 8 & 9
CRIME SCENE INVESTIGATOR (CSI): FRESHMAN–SENIOR

ENHANCING SCIENCE SKILLS—ASTRONOMY: GRADES 6–8
ENHANCING SCIENCE SKILLS—EARTH SCIENCE: GRADES 6–8
ENHANCING STUDY SKILLS: FRESHMAN–SENIORS
ENHANCING ENGLISH SKILLS: FRESHMAN–SENIORS
ENHANCING SCIENCE SKILLS—PHYSICS: FRESHMAN–SENIORS
ENHANCING SCIENCE SKILLS—GENETICS: FRESHMAN–SENIORS

MARK YOUR CALENDAR NOW!
Kids on Campus Fall 2011 classes will begin October 1

For program details and registration information, look in our large CEPD fall schedule book which will be available mid-July. If you do not currently receive this publication at your home, email CEPD@schoolcraft.edu or call 734-462-4448 to be added to our mailing list.